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Abstract 
Whiteley, W., Weavings, sections and projections of spherical polyhedra, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 32 (1991) 275-294. 
In this paper we give simultaneous answers to three questions: (a) When does a plane picture of 
lines, weaving over and under in the plane, lift and separate into a configuration of disjoint lines 
in 3-space? (b) When is a configuration of lines in the plane the cross-section of the extended faces 
of a spherical polyhedron in 3-space? (c) When is a picture of the edges and vertices of an abstract 
spherical polyhedron the projection of an actual polyhedron in 3-space? If the lines and inter- 
sections of the weaving correspond to the faces and edges of a spherical polyhedron, the first two 
questions are connected by a polar version of a classical theorem of J. Clerk Maxwell and a theory 
of vertical statics. The second and third questions are answered by a simultaneous diagram show- 
ing the compatible section and projection of the polyhedron. This new projective form of 
“reciprocal diagram” is necessary and sufficient for correct pictures and for weavings which do 
not separate into 3-space. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a plane picture of a configuration of lines in 3-space (Fig. 1). How can 
we tell whether this picture will actually lift to a configuration with no contacts 
between the lines? In our previous paper, [ 161, we showed that such a lifting exists 
if and only if there is no proper self-stress of internal forces, up and down, at the 
plane crossings, reaching an equilibrium along each line. 
Consider a plane picture of the edges and vertices of a spatial polyhedron, with 
plane faces. When does such a plane picture (Fig. 2(A)) lift to a spatial polyhedron 
with a distinct plane for each face? In [14] we proposed to test for a correct picture 
by drawing a compatible cross-section of the faces of polyhedron with the picture 
plane (Fig. 2(B)). 
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Fig. 1. 
In this paper we will verify that the section-projection figure is an accurate test 
for correct pictures of spherical polyhedra, as well as for correct sections of the faces 
of the polyhedron. We will also show that for a configuration of lines and crossings 
representing the faces and edges of a spherical polyhedron, the section-projection 
figure (or the equivalent spatial construction), is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a proper self-stress, which prevents a lifting of the corresponding weaving. 
These results originated with our study of the duality between the behaviour of 
a plane weaving and the statics and mechanics of the projectively polar plane 
configuration of points and lines, interpreted as a plane tensegrity framework [16]. 
For plane frameworks with a planar graph, a geometric theory dating back to 
Maxwell [7] shows that the self-stresses of the tensegrity framework correspond to 
projections of the edge-skeleton of plane-faced polyhedral configurations from 
3-space [4]. Thus our theory of sections of polyhedra began as the polar of 
Maxwell’s Theorem. 
A 
Fig. 2. 
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In Section 3 we connect the self-stresses of a plane configuration of lines with the 
plane sections of a polyhedral configuration in 3-space. In Section 4 we describe 
how the weaving pattern for this configuration can be directly read from the cor- 
responding spatial polyhedral configuration. 
In Section 5 we show that the spatial configuration can be replaced by a section- 
projection figure in the plane, as a test for self-stresses. Maxwell’s original theory 
used a plane construction called the reciprocal diagram of the framework (actually 
the projection of a special spatial polar of the polyhedron). We show that the section 
and the projection of a single spherical polyhedron in the plane serve as new type 
of reciprocal pair, giving a simpler necessary and sufficient synthetic condition 
correct polyhedral pictures, or for self-stresses in either the framework for 
projection or the line configuration for the section. 
for 
the 
2. Self-stresses on a grillage of lines 
We need a basic mathematical object in the plane on which to build our crossing 
patterns and to look for “polyhedral cross-sections”. Informally, a “grillage” is a 
configuration of lines with a designated set of intersections, but no prescribed over- 
and under-pattern of the lines (Fig. 3). In our figures, a white dot over a “crossing 
point” indicates that this intersection is not to be studied. This geometric con- 
figuration has a corresponding algebraic structure. We record a line 
A,x+ B,y+ 1 =0, not through the origin, as a 2-vector L, = (A,, B,). Two lines 
A,x+Bjy+ 1 =0 and Ajx+Bjy+ 1 =0 are not parallel if (Ai,B,)#(Aj,Bj). The 
point of intersection of the two non-parallel lines A,x+ B;y+ 1 =0 and 
AjX+ Bjy+ 1 =O is: 
Pij = Cqj, Yij) = 
B; - Bj A, -A, 
AiB,-B,A, ’ A;B,-B;Aj 
We now formalize this algebraic notation for our configuration of lines and 
selected points of intersection. 
Fig. 3. 
Definition 2.1. A plane grillage, G(L), is an undirected graph G== (I/;E) with an 
assignment of a line, not through the origin, to each vertex, i.e. L : I/+ R2, such 
that L(i) =Li#(O,O) with a finite point of intersection to two lines corresponding 
to the edges of the graph, i.e. Li#~Lj if {i, j} EE. 
If we think of these lines as thin inflexible rods, and allow vertical forces to pass 
between the rods only at the designated crossing points, there is a natural static idea 
of an internal equilibrium of the forces on each of the rods. At each crossing point 
pij = (xu, _Y~), the vertical force on line Li is recorded by a single number Sij, and the 
opposite force Sji= -sij is applied to the line Lj. The equilibrium along line Li re- 
quires that the net force Cj Sij is 0, and that the net vertical moments of these 
forces Cjsij(xij) and Cisii(yij) are 0. 
We formalize this idea. 
Definition 2.2. A self-stress of a grillage G(L) is an assignment s of scalars to the 
directed edges of the graph: s(i, j) =sij, sj; = -sti, such that for each line Li : 
C sij(xijT Yij, 1) =O ( sum over j with {i, j} E E). 
j 
A self-stress is nontrivial if some sij#O and strict if all S;j#O, 
Remark 2.3. If we write the points with standard projective coordinates: Pij= 
(xii, yij, l), then the Sij(Xij, yij, 1) =stipij are weighted projective points. The equation 
CsijPij = 0 now represents the static equilibrium along each rod which leaves a net 
zero force on the rod. This static basis for projective coordinates goes back to work 
of the early nineteenth century, which used barycentric coordinates to find the 
center of mass of collections of point masses. 
These self-stresses will be used, in Section 4, to define a corresponding over and 
under weaving pattern for the lines of a grillage. 
3. Sections of spherical polyhedra 
3.1. Spatial polyhedral configurations 
We need to define the “spherical polyhedra” which we will section to create our 
grillage. The faces, edges and vertices of a convex polyhedron certainly give a nice 
example of such a polyhedron (Fig. 4(A)). It is well known that the combinatorial 
structure of convex polyhedra corresponds to plane drawings of 3-connected planar 
graphs. However, we need not restrict our spatial structures to the convex objects, 
so we also allow our combinatorial structure to be more general than the faces, 
edges and vertices of these convex polyhedra. 
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Fig. 4. 
How general should the polyhedra be? The proofs of the theorems will apply to 
very general combinatorial decompositions of a topological sphere into “faces”, 
“vertices” and “edges” -even those with multiple edges between vertices, with 
faces sharing several distinct edges, etc. (Fig. 4(B)-(C)). The proofs will also apply 
to very degenerate spatial realizations of these combinatorial faces, edges and 
vertices-such as faces which are self-intersecting plane polygons, or faces with all 
vertices along a single line. Figures 4(D)-(E) show ordinary combinatorial structures 
and some degenerate realizations which will be included in our definitions. 
We begin with a combinatorial definition which is chosen for notational sim- 
plicity and by our desire for duality between faces and vertices. In particular, we 
avoid multiple edges (see condition (iv)) and multiple dual edges (see condition (v)). 
These assumptions are not essential restrictions of the proofs. We think of the ver- 
tices, edges and faces as a dissection of a topological sphere (embodied in conditions 
(i)-(iii) and (viii)). This choice of an underlying spherical topology is essential to the 
proofs (see Remark 3.8). Our choice of subscripts and superscripts is dictated by our 
primary interest in the faces, and their sections as lines in the plane. 
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Definition 3.1. A combinatorial spherical polyhedron M is a finite set of vertices 
v’,v2 )..., v”, and a finite set of faces f,, f2, . . . , f,, such that: 
(i) each face is an oriented cycle of distinct vertices J;: = (u”, viz, . . . , dk), kz 3; 
(ii) each edge {j, k} is a pair of adjacent vertices uJ and uk in some face cycle 
and an edge occurs in exactly two faces, with opposite orientations; 
(iii) each dual edge {h, i} is a pair of faces fh and J; which share an edge; 
(iv) for each vertex uj there is a cycle of distinct faces (J;,,h2, . . ..A.,), hr3, 
such that vj occurs on a common edge between adjacent faces in this cycle 
or path, and on no other edges; 
(v) the vertices and edges form a graph G”= (V; E), the skeleton, in which a 
pair of vertices are joined by at most one edge; 
(vi) the faces and dual edges form a graph G ,,+, =(F, E), the dual skeleton, in 
which a pair of faces are joined by at most one dual edge; 
(vii) the polyhedron is connected, i.e., every pair of vertices is connected by a 
path of vertices and edges; 
(viii) the number of vertices, edges and faces satisfies II/l - 1El + IFI = 2. 
Remark 3.2. If we take the faces as topological discs with polygonal boundaries, 
conditions (i)-(iii) guarantee that the polyhedron forms a manifold. Since the 
manifold is connected (condition (vii)), it is a theorem of combinatorial topology 
that the Euler condition 1 VI - lEl+ IFI =2 makes the manifold a topological 
2-sphere. Thus the combinatorial spherical polyhedron is simply-connected-each 
cycle of vertices and edges separates the faces in the topological sphere, and re- 
moving the corresponding dual edges separates the dual skeleton. 
The skeleton is now a connected planar graph (Fig. 5(A)). On the sphere, or in 
the plane, the dual skeleton can also be drawn, forming a connected planar graph 
(Fig. 5(B)). In fact, in any combinatorial spherical polyhedron, interchanging the 
vertices and faces in the abstract structure gives the dual combinatorial spherical 
polyhedron, which satisfies Definition 3.1. The graphs of these spherical com- 
binatorial polyhedra can be characterized as follows. A graph is 2-connected in a 
vertex sense if the removal of any one vertex, and its edges, leaves the graph con- 
nected. A graph is 3-connected in an edge sense if the removal of any two edges 
leaves the graph connected. The following result may help the reader visualize the 
combinatorial spherical polyhedra. 
Theorem (Crap0 and Whiteley [4]). The skeleton (and the dual 
skeleton) of a combinatorial spherical polyhedron is a planar graph 
which is 2-connected in a vertex sense and 3-connected in an edge 
sense. 
Conversely, given any planar drawing of a graph which is 
2-connected in a vertex sense and 3-connected in an edge sense, the 
regions of the plane created by this drawing, together with the ver- 
tices and edges, form a combinatorial spherical polyhedron. 
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<h,i;j,k> 
<i,h;k,j> 
C 
Fig. 5. 
We note that a planar graph which is 2-connected in a vertex sense may have several 
distinct planar drawings-and thus correspond to several combinatorially distinct 
combinatorial spherical polyhedra. In this paper, we will assume that the complete 
polyhedron is given, not just the skeleton (or dual skeleton). 
Consider any edge and dual edge which separates faces {h, i} and joins vertices 
{j,k} in the combinatorial polyhedron. If face fh gives an order uj vk to the ver- 
tices, we say the orientation (h, i) is associated to the orientation (j, k), and write 
the oriented patch (h,i; j,k) (Fig. 5(C)). Note this same orientation of the com- 
binatorial polyhedron also gives the oriented patch (i, h; k, j) , but not (h, i; k,j), or 
(i, h; j, k). Crapo and Whiteley [4] give a direct definition of the combinatorial 
spherical polyhedron in terms of oriented patches. 
We now describe a family of spatial realizations for these abstract structures 
which will section, by the x-y plane, to a set of lines appropriate to a grillage. 
Because these spatial realizations are not one of the traditional families of geometric 
“polyhedra” we will use a more neutral term. We will be using planes which do not 
pass through the origin in 3-space, so they can be written: Ax+By+ CZ+ 1 = 0. 
Definition 3.3. A spatial polyhedral configuration M(Q) is a combinatorial 
spherical polyhedron with an assignment Q of planes to the faces Q(h) = Qj, such 
that: 
(i) each plane Qi, A;x+B;y+C,z+ 1 =O, is non-horizontal: (A,,Bi)#(O,O); 
(ii) for each dual edge {h, i}, the two planes do not meet the x-y plane in parallel 
lines, i.e. (Ah, Bh) #a(Ai, Bj); 
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(iii) the faces of each vertex uj are concurrent in a single finite point qj= 
(xl, y’, zJ), not in the x-y plane. 
This definition does allow degenerate spatial realizations with faces that are self- 
intersecting polygons, or with collinear faces (Fig. 4(D)-(E)). Thus the topology of 
the spatial polyhedral configuration may be very complex. Throughout this paper 
we will use the simple spherical topology of the combinatorial spherical polyhedron, 
rather than the topology of the spatial realization. 
Definition 3.4. The grillage section G,(L) of a spatial polyhedral configuration 
M(Q) is the grillage on the dual skeleton GM of the combinatorial spherical 
polyhedron such that for each face plane Q;, AiX+B; y+ C,z+ 1 =O, of the com- 
binatorial polyhedron, the corresponding line is L;,AiX+Bi y+ 1 =0 (Fig. 6). 
Fig. 6. 
3.2. Self-stresses of polyhedral sections 
To define a self-stress in the grillage, we must define scalars for the points of in- 
tersection of the grillage-or the oriented dual edges of the polyhedron. We define 
the sectional self-stress SM~Q, for each edge patch (h, i;j, k) with spatial vertices qj 
and qk, by: 
1 1 
shi= 7 - 2’ ZJ 
We now prove that this satisfies the basic conditions of a self-stress. Since we have 
both patches (h, i; j, k) and (i, h; k, j) in the polyhedron: 
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For any edge patch (h, i;j, k), the three points qJ, qk and (xhi, y,;, 0) are collinear 
in space. Therefore we have: 
$(x’,yi,i)- ~(xk,yk,zk)= L - L 
(I/ ZJ (X~j,y~;,o)=S~;(X~;,yhj,o). 
For any line in the grillage, we have the corresponding cycle for the face of the 
polyhedron, which gives: 
c Shi(Xh,, Yhi) = $(xk,yk) =(O,O), 
i: {h,i}EE ) 
since each vertex qi occurs twice, with opposite signs in the sum, in the cycle of the 
face. Similarly: 
c 
i: (h,i} EE 
shi=lhE.k,($-+)=o* 
, I 2 2 
This completes the proof that this is a self-stress. The scalar shi will be nonzero if 
and only if qj#qk. We summarize this construction as follows. 
Theorem 3.5. For any spherical polyhedral configuration M(Q), the grillage sec- 
tion G,,,,(Q) has a self-stress, nonzero on all intersection points corresponding to 
distinct vertex points in the configuration. 
Remark 3.6. Since we did not use the simple-connectivity of the abstract structure, 
we could use any connected combinatorial oriented polyhedron for this construction 
(compare [4]). We chose the spherical polyhedra for their simplicity and for the 
following converse. 
Theorem 3.1. A grillage GM(L) on the dual skeleton of an combinatorial spherical 
polyhedron M has a nontrivial self-stress if and only if there is a spatial polyhedral 
configuration M(Q), which sections to G,(L), such that an edge of the con- 
figuration has distinct vertices if and only if the point of intersection in the grillage 
has a non-zero scalar in the self-stress . 
Proof. Theorem 3.5 shows that a section of a polyhedral 
such a self-stress. We must prove the converse. 
Assume we have a self-stress s on the grillage G,,,,(L). 
point off the plane: q” = (x0, y”, 1) for an initial vertex no. 
we find an oriented vertex-edge path P of edge patches 
define the height 2’ by the equation: 
1 
7=1+ c 
Z shi. <h,i;j,k)eP 
configuration M(Q) has 
We choose an arbitrary 
For each other vertex u” 
from 0’ to u”. We first 
This height is well defined, in the sense that any two paths will produce the same 
height for v”. Consider two such paths P and P’. If we reverse the patches of P’, 
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then P and the reversed P’ give a closed loop from u” back to u”. Any such closed 
path on a spherical polyhedron is defined, by cancellation on common edges, by a 
finite set of oriented face cycles. Since the sum C shi = 0 on each such face cycle, 
the net sum around the path is CP-P’%;= c (C+Z,)=O. Therefore, 
cp s/ii= cp, .shi, as required. Moreover, C shi is always finite, so this defined 
height is never zero. 
We now define the other coordinates of the vertex by the same process: 
$ (x”, Y”) = (x0, YO) + c %iblu Y,;). 
Ch,l;j,k)cP 
These points are also well defined, since any two paths will produce the same values. 
(Since the sum 1 Sh;(Xh,,yh;) is (0,O) on each face cycle, the net sum around any 
closed path is C (C Sh;(Xhj,yhj)) = (O,O), and the previous argument extends.) 
It remains to check that the defined spatial points are coplanar for each face. 
Consider an edge with patch (h, i; j, k). We show that the two points qJ and qk are 
coplanar with the section line L,, A;x+ Bj y + 1 = 0. The plane through this line and 
qj satisfies, for some C,: 
We must show that qk satisfies the same equation: 
A;(~)+B;(;)+C;+ $ =O. 
If we subtract the two equations, the condition is: 
A; x” - g +B- ‘-i - y + L - L =~,,(~;xh;+B,yhr+l)=O. L zk> ILJ J (_, 2) 
This is true since (xh;,yh;) lies on the line L. 
This shows that qk shares the plane with qJ and Li. Since this is true for any 
edge, it is true around every face. The vertices of a face A and the line L; share a 
plane. 0 
Remark 3.8. This converse does not hold if we use a non-spherical oriented 
polyhedron for the underlying structure. The proof would break down where we 
showed that the heights are well defined, since a cycle on such a non-spherical sur- 
face need not be the sum of face cycles. The interested reader can create an explicit 
counter example to the converse by polarizing the analogous counter example for 
Maxwell’s Theorem given by Crapo and Whiteley [4]. 
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4. Weavings and the 
4.1. Plane weavings 
The self-stress of a 
sectional self-stress 
grillage can be physically realized as an equilibrium of a con- 
figuration of rigid rods woven together in the plane, with line L, above line L, if 
shi>O (Fig. 7(A)). While it is always possible to show the over- and underpattern 
of a weaving as in Fig. 7(A), we choose a convention which is simpler to draw: when 
line Lh is above line L;, we darken, or thicken line L, at the intersection (Fig. 7(B)). 
We recall the formal definition of a weaving from [16]. Another presentation of 
the statics and kinematics of weavings appears in [ 111. 
Weavings, sections and projections 
Fig. 7. 
Definition 4.1. A weaving e(L) in the plane is a directed graph G = (I’;,!?) with an 
assignment L E 52” - (0,O) such that Lj #aL, if (i, j) EE. 
A self-stress of a weaving c(L) is an assignment s of nonnegative scalars to the 
directed edges s : I? + R, , s(i, j) =Sij, such that for each line Li, setting Sij = -sji: 
c SijhJ) = 0 ( sum overj with (i,j)EE or (j,i)EE) and c s,=O. 
j J 
A self-stress s is proper if some sjJ > 0, and sharp if su > 0 for all (i, j) E f?. 
As indicated above, given a self-stress s on a grillage G(L), we can simply follow 
the signs of the .sij to select the oriented edges with positive coefficients and define 
the induced weaving c’,(L). 
Remark 4.2. As mentioned in the introduction, these self-stresses are used to study 
the configurations of spatial lines which project to a weaving. For a line in the plane 
L, A,x+ B,y+ 1 =O, the spatial line is the intersection of the vertical plane 
Ajx+ i3;y-t 1 =0 and a second, non-vertical plane, chosen to pass through the 
origin: z=&x+ G,y. We call this pair of numbers, (F;, G,), the motion of the line. 
m : V-t R2, of motions mj = (F;, Gi) 
points (Xij, y,j, FiXi/ + Gi ~0) and 
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A lifting of a weaving G(L) is an assignment 
such that for each directed edge (i,j): 
Fi Xij + Gi yi = Zij I ZJ; = FjXu + GjYlj. 
A lifting m is trivial if all the spatial 
(Xijl _YG, FjXu + Gjyu) fit a single spatial plane: 
A lifting is sharp if each Fixij + G, yij > Fjxu + Gj yij . 
The basic connection between liftings and self-stresses is summarized as follows. 
Theorem (Whiteley [16]). The weaving c(L) has a self-stress with 
shi> 0 for an edge (h, i) E I? if and only if every lifting m of G(L) 
satisfies Fi Xij + G; Yij = z_U = zj; = Fj XU + Gj yij . 
We will not use these liftings in this paper. 
4.2. The weaving of a sectional self-stress 
Can we tell, by inspection of the spatial polyhedral configuration, which of the 
scalars sij are positive? Yes. 
Recall that for an edge patch (h, i;j, k) : 
1 1 
Sh, = 7 - - . 
ZJ Zk 
Therefore, if ,&zk>O, then shi>O if and only if zk>zj. Similarly, if zjzk<O, then 
shi>O if and only if .zk<zj. In direct geometric terms, we can order all of the 
points on a non-horizontal line: qj4qk if qj comes before qk as we pass up from 
the x-y plane, though the plane at infinity, and back in from infinity up to the X-Y 
plane. Our translation says that: 
for an edge patch (h, i; j, k): shi> 0 if and only if qj+ qk. 
Once we know which stress-coefficients are positive, we can draw the appropriate 
weaving which supports the self-stress. Figure 8(A) shows the section of a 
tetrahedron, with the corresponding supporting weaving. Figure 8(B) shows a 
second example of a polyhedral section, and the supporting weaving. 
If we have the section of a polyhedral configuration M(Q), with its sectional self- 
stress, this induces the sectional weaving c,(L), with a proper self-stress. The 
theorem in Remark 4.2 then guarantees that a sectional weaving has no strict 
liftings. 
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Fig. 8. 
5. Recognition of polyhedral pictures 
5.1. Section-projection figures 
Having observed geometers and designers over the past decade, we describe a syn- 
thetic geometric test of a self-stress, and therefore of the existence of a spatial 
polyhedral configuration which has been informally used, but not previously 
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verified. In Fig. 9(A), we “show” the spatial polyhedron “in section”. Could this 
picture be an illusion, or does such an apparent projection guarantee the self-stress 
and the spatial object? For a spherical polyhedron, a picture such as Fig. 9(A) can- 
not be an illusion, because of the apparent projection. However Fig. 9(B) will be 
an illusion, because the projection fails to appear (see the shaded circle). 
We have described the possible section of a polyhedral configuration as a grillage 
and we now define the possible projection of a polyhedral configuration with the 
polar concept of a plane bar framework. 
Fig. 9. 
Definition 5.1. A plane barframework for a combinatorial spherical polyhedron A4 
is the skeleton of the polyhedron GM= (I/,,?) and an assignment p of plane points 
pj to the vertices, such that for each edge {j, k} EE, pj#pk. 
Definition 5.2. A section-projection figure FM@, L) for a combinatorial spherical 
polyhedron A4 is a plane bar framework GM(p), and a plane grillage G,(L) which 
are compatible: for each oriented edge patch (h,i; j, k) the points pJ,pk of the 
framework, and p,,, of the grillage are distinct collinear points (or equivalently the 
lines L,, Lj and pJpk are concurrent). 
Figure 9(A) then shows a grillage with a section-projection figure, while Fig. 9(B) 
shows a grillage with no compatible section-projection figure. 
Theorem 5.3. A grillage GM(L) on the graph of a spherical polyhedron M has a 
strict self-stress if and only if it has a section-projection figure FM@, L). 
Proof. If grillage GM(L) on the graph of a spherical polyhedron M has a self- 
stress, then Theorem 3.7 guarantees that it is the section of a spatial polyhedral con- 
figuration, with no vertices in the sectioning plane. By an appropriate projective 
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transformation, fixing the plane of the grillage, we can ensure that no faces are ver- 
tical. The orthogonal projection of this polyhedral configuration completes the 
section-projection figure. 
Conversely, assume that the grillage GM(L) has a section-projection figure. We 
will simultaneously define the scalars shi and the heights zJ. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.7, we choose an initial vertex u”, and a nonzero height 1. For con- 
venience, we write ~j = (xJ, yJ, 1) and ph, = (xh;, yh;, 1) (using affine coordinates for 
the points). Assume we have defined the height zj of uj, and have the edge patch 
(h, i; j, k). Since the points pJ, pk and ph, are distinct, and collinear, the following 
equations define zk and sh;: 
1 1 
Sh,(Xhj,,vhl, f)=i(x’9yJ, I)- p(xk9yk9 I) or sh;i&,;=~pJ- 
Z' 
We must prove that this is well defined. Assume that zk was previously defined by 
another path from u”, and this last edge patch (h, i; j, k) closed a cycle of edges on 
the combinatorial spherical polyhedron. Since all cycles are a sum of face cycles, 
we can assume that the oriented cycle in question lies on a single face fh, and let 
the previous oriented path from vj to uk be T={..., (h,r;m,n),...}. Working 
around this path T on the face cycle we have: 
Now the point defined by the left-hand side of the equation lies on the line through 
pj, pk, and the point defined by the right-hand sum lies on line Lh. Therefore this 
common triple of numbers is a multiple of the point of intersection of these lines, 
sh;phr, defining the scalar sh;. Thus these scalars zj,zk and sh; also satisfy the 
defining equations for the new edge patch (h, i; j, k). 
It remains to show either that the scalars So, define a self-stress, or that the 
scalars zJ define a spatial polyhedral configuration. We do the former. From the 
previous paragraph, around the cycle T’= TU {(i, h; k, j)} of face fh we have: 
; Shrahr = ; Shrahr-Sh,ph, =(o, 090). 
Thus the scalars sh; form a self-stress, as desired. 0 
Figure 8 shows some additional examples of section-projection figures. 
5.2. Reciprocals for polyhedral projections 
The appearance of a section-projection figure guarantees that the underlying 
grillage has a self-stress, or equivalently, is the section of a spatial polyhedral con- 
figuration. The figure also guarantees that a polyhedral picture is the orthogonal 
projection of a spatial polyhedral configuration, with distinct planes for any pair 
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sharing an edge. If we compare the constructions of the spatial configuration and 
the section-projection figure, we see that the polyhedral picture is the orthogonal 
projection of the spatial polyhedral configuration. We summarize these obser- 
vations. 
Theorem 5.4. A section-projection figure FM(p, L) on a combinatorial spherical 
polyhedron is the projective cross-section and the orthogonal projection of a spatial 
polyhedral configuration with distinct vertices and faces at each edge. 
A basic problem in scene analysis is to decide whether a given polyhedral picture 
is the orthogonal (or equivalently, central) projection of a spatial polyhedral con- 
figuration. By Theorem 5.4, this will hold for a spherical polyhedron if and only 
if there is a section-projection figure. 
A different geometric construction to test this same property, based on drawing 
the dual graph of the polyhedron with dual edges perpendicular to the original 
edges, has reappeared several times under the names: reciprocal figure, dual 
diagram or Maxwell reciprocal figure (Maxwell [7], Huffmann [5], Mackworth [6], 
Sugihara [lo]). 
In [14], we proposed the section-projection figure as an appropriate projective 
form of reciprocal figure. The section-projection figure is reciprocal, in two senses: 
(i) the figure tests the correctness of both the projection and the section of a 
spherical polyhedron; 
(ii) the plane polar of a section-projection figure for the combinatorial spherical 
polyhedron M, say in the plane conic x2+y2+ 1 =O, is a section-projection 
figure for the dual combinatorial spherical polyhedron. 
To verify the second fact, we make the following observations (Fig. 10). A plane 
polarity takes distinct points to distinct lines (possibly at infinity), and lines to 
points, while preserving all incidences. The chosen polarity takes lines through the 
origin to points at infinity, and the line at infinity to the origin, so the vertices and 
edges of the original polyhedral projection go to a section diagram of the dual 
polyhedron (Fig. 10(B)). The polarity also takes the section diagram of the 
polyhedron to a plane picture of the dual polyhedron (Fig. 10(C)). Since it preserves 
all incidences of the original section-projection figure, the new projection and sec- 
tion diagrams of the polar polyhedron form a section-projection figure (Fig. IO(D)). 
5.3. Generically correct sections and projections 
Some polyhedral pictures are always the projection of a spatial polyhedral con- 
figuration (Fig. 11(A)) and some polyhedral pictures are very seldom correct (i.e., 
if the vertices are chosen at random, the picture is correct with probability zero) (e.g. 
Fig. 11(B)). Similarly some section diagrams are always the section of a spatial 
polyhedral configuration (Fig. 11(C)) and some section diagrams are very seldom 
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correct (Fig. 1 l(D)). We have some combinatorial criteria for this separation. We 
begin with a criteria from scene analysis. This is given for more general structures 
of faces and vertices, for which the combinatorial polyhedra form a special subclass. 
Definition 5.5. An incidence structure S= { V, F;Z} has sets V of vertices and F of 
faces and a set I c VX F of incidences. 
A spatial scene for an incidence structure S(q’, Qj) is an assignment of a spatial 
point qi to the vertices and non-vertical planes Qj to the faces such that for each 
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(i, j) E I, the point q’ lies on the plane Qj. A spatial scene is sharp if each pair of 
vertices and each pair of faces are distinct in space. 
A picture for an incidence structure S(p;), is an assignment of plane point p’ to 
the vertices. A spatial scene lifts the picture if qi=(pi,z’) for each vertex. 
A section diagram for an incidence structure S(L), is an assignment of plane lines 
Lj to the faces. A spatial scene rifts the section diagram if Lj is the section of the 
plane Qj by the x-y plane for each face. 
Basic work on scene analysis has developed a combinatorial description for the 
pictures which lift to sharp scenes (Sugihara [lo], Whiteley [16]). To motivate this 
criterion, we observe that every picture has a 3-space of trivial scenes, with all ver- 
tices coplanar, and each incidence corresponds to a linear equation. When we count 
the variables and independent equations of the resulting linear system of equations, 
we find that the independent subsets of incidences iI’1 in picture lifting to a sharp 
scene satisfies 1Z’ls 1 V(Z’)l + 3 lF(Z’) 1 - 4, w h ere V(Z’) is the subset of vertices in 
these incidences and F(Z’) is the subset of faces in these incidences. 
As usual with such algebraic objects, we say that a picture is generic if coordinates 
of the points pi are algebraically independent numbers. A similar definition holds 
for generic section diagrams. 
Theorem 5.6 (Whiteley [ 151). A generic picture of the incidence structure lifts to a 
sharp scene if and only if, for all subsets I’ of incidences: 
If we polarize the pictures and the scenes, we obtain the polar theorem for generic 
section diagrams. 
Corollary 5.7. A generic section diagram of the incidence structure lifts to a sharp 
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scene if and only if, for all subsets r of incidences: 
)Z’)~~v(Z’)~+3~F(Z’)l-4. 
For a combinatorial spherical polyhedron, we have an additional relationship 
among /I/), IFI and )I\. We recall that for a spherical polyhedron: 
1 VI - IEl + IFI =2. Each edge corresponds to four incidences, and each incident 
comes from two edges, so 4)EI =2lZl. We conclude that: 
2]Zl=4lE1=411/)+4)Fl-8 
or (IV1 +3lFl-4- 11/)+(3lV + IFI -4- lZl)=O. 
Thus it is possible for both the generic picture and the generic section diagram of 
a spherical polyhedron to lift to a sharp scene (e.g. the tetrahedron). 
It is also possible to stick together pieces of configurations so that neither the 
generic picture (Fig. 12(A)) nor the generic section-diagram (Fig. 12(B)) lift to sharp 
scenes. 
/ 
\ 
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